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EXTANG RELEASES THE ALL-NEW SOLID FOLD 2.0 UTV EDITION – A BED
BOX COVER FOR THE POLARIS RANGER
ANN ARBOR, MI, August 23, 2018– Extang Corp., a Truck Hero company, released their newest premium
cover, the Solid Fold 2.0 UTV Edition made for the 2013-2018 Polaris RANGER.® The Solid Fold 2.0 UTV
Edition is Extang’s hard, tri-folding truck bed cover reimagined to enhance an adventurous, off-road
lifestyle.
Two EnduraShield panels that resist denting, scratching and UV-induced fading form the core of the
Solid Fold 2.0 UTV Edition. This cover incorporates a new articulating front hinge that allows for full bed
access and SpeedKlamps that lock the cover in place, adding strength and stability on any off-road
terrain.
The Solid Fold 2.0 UTV Edition is lockable in three different folding position, even while being driven,
delivering ultimate versatility without impeding rearview vision. This bed box cover comes standard with
exterior tie-down cleats and straps allowing for optimum cargo hauling capacity below and above the
cover. The UTV Edition comes standard with exclusive brackets that use the Polaris Lock & Ride® making
installation an easy, no-drill process.

More applications coming soon.
*RANGER and Lock & Ride are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries, Inc.
About Extang Corp.
Extang Corp., a Truck Hero company, headquartered in Ann Arbor, MI, manufactures tonneau covers
and truck accessories designed to enhance the utility, convenience and appearance of trucks. Founded
in 1982, Extang has a long history of leading the industry in innovation, quality products and customer
service. Extang’s product offering includes folding, rolling, snap/snapless, toolbox tonneau covers and
more. For more information, please visit our website at extang.com.
About Truck Hero, Inc.
Headquartered in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Truck Hero provides consumers a full range of truck bed covers and
other truck and Jeep® accessories with market leading functionality, engineering, quality, and design. The
breadth of Truck Hero’s product offering is vast, including hard and soft truck bed covers, truck caps, bed
liners, floor liners, steps, suspension kits, Jeep parts and off-road accessories. Truck Hero’s industry leading
family of brands includes Advantage, A.R.E., BAK, BedRug, Extang, Husky Liners, N-FAB, Omix-ADA, Retrax,
Rugged Liner, Rugged Ridge, Superlift, TruXedo, UnderCover and an online retailer, RealTruck. All of the
companies in the Truck Hero family are recognized as premier brands and leaders in innovation. For more
information, please visit our website at truck-hero.com.
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